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1. INTRODUCTION 
For N a positive integer and E > 0, let 
F,(N) = r (di+,/di - l)‘+‘, 
O<%T 
where 1 = d, < . . . < d, = N are the divisors of N. P. Erdos conjectured the 
existence of a sequence N, < N, < . . . of positive integers along which FI(NL) 
is bounded. In this paper we construct such a sequence for which 
Fe(N,) % 1. 
Our construction also solves the following problem of Erdos and Subba- 
Rao: It is true that for every k there are infinitely many integers N for which 
max (di+l-di)< fl(logN)-k? 
di<& 
We succeed with an upper bound of fl exp(-c m), for some positive 
constant c. 
The behavior of the sequence of factorials with respect to these questions 
is at the present time unknown. 
We use the standard notationsf = O(g) and f G g to mean that ISI < Ag 
for some positive constant A. When A depends upon some parameter, we add 
the parameter as a subscript; f +E g. The expression f x g means that f is of 
the same order of magnitude as g; f = O(g) and g = O(f). 
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2. RESULTS 
THEOREM. For E > 0 and N a positive integer with divisors 1 = d, < . . . < 
d, = N, let 
and 
FJN)= 2 (d,+,/di- I)‘+E 
O<i<r 
f(N) = dm<a& (di + I- di)* 
i 
Then there exists a sequence N, c N, < . . . of positive integers, and a 
positive constant c, such that 
6) FdNJ % 1 
(ii) fWk> < fl exp(-c d6%>. 
This theorem follows easily from the following lemmas (by log x we mean 
log, x, and the divisors of Nk will be denoted by 1 = d,,k < e.. < drkr k = NJ. 
LEMMA 1. Let l=N,<N,<.-~ be a sequence of squares such that 
NkINk+,. If for E > 0 
(log di+ *.k - log di,J’+‘< 00 
then FE(Nk) % ~ 1. 
LEMMA 2. There exists positive constants rl and 1 such that if I is any 
subinterval of [L, L + l] having length (II 2 2 -LA, and L > q, then I 
contains a number of the form log p for some prime p. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a sequence of positive integers of the form Nk = 
4ak2 nfC2 p:, where pz < p3 < . . . are odd primes, such that 
(9 maX~<di+,& Nk J-(l“gdi+~,k - log d,,,) G (Wk, 
(ii) log p, x 1. 
Proof of the Theorem. By Lemma 1, to prove (i) it suffices to show that 
ckm,, sk < 00, where Sk=CKl<di+l,k<fi (logdi+I,k-logdi,k)‘+E We 
have clearly 
sk< (1% I/K-l‘% K) KK:,y,,cA (l%di+l,k-1ogdi.k): 
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Using Lemma 3 to estimate this maximum gives 
sk < (log pk 2akz-a(k- “‘)(2/3)“k < k(2/3)&, 
since log pk x k. 
To prove (ii), note that Lemma 3 implies N, = exp(k*h(k)), where 
h(k) = 1. We have 
fcNk) = d,y& cdi+ I,k - di,k) 
1.k 
max 
&<di+,,&fi 
(di+l,k/di.k - I)* 
Since F,(N,) <E 1, we have di+l,k/di,k = O(1) for 0 < i < sk and all k. Hence 
we may use x - 1 6 log x (for bounded x > 1) to conclude that 
f(Nk) & max 
l<j(k fi &$z,kcfi (‘“gdi+l.k-‘ogdi.k). 
I 
Replacing di+l,k by di+ I,j and di,k by d,,j increases the upper bound and 
allows use of the estimate provided by Lemma 3 to produce 
Passing to a subsequence, we may assume the maximum is attained at j = k 
since lim k+ co exp(ik2h(k))(2/3)k = co. Therefore 
f(Nk> e ev(WW>(2/3)k < fl q-$--c $=I, 
for some positive constant c. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Note that for 1 < x, x bounded from above, we have 
x - 1 < log x. Therefore 
s (di+l,Jdi,k- I)‘+‘< s (lOgdi+,.k-lOgdi.k)“E) 
O<i<rk df+r.rq Nk J-- 
since the logarithms of the divisors of Nk are symmetric with respect to 
logfl. We decompose the last sum as 
+ Y 
,z &<;i;l,,,k<& 
(log di+ I,k - log di,k)’ + “. (1.1) 
Notice that for 1 < j < k, G and fl are divisors of N,. Also, the set 
of all di+l,j for I < j < k and 0 < i ( rj are divisors of Nk. Therefore, the 
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inequality (xi + ... +x,)‘+~>x:+‘+ ... +xc,‘” for nonnegative xI shows 
that the inner sum of (1.1) is bounded above by 
-s 
K<?+:l,jG& 
(log di + 1 ,j - log d,,J + 7 
Using this bound and increasing the range of the outer sum of (1. 1 ), we have 
C (di+ L,ddi,k - I)‘+’ 
O<i<rk 
4-F c 
1% &<d,+,,j<fi 
(log di+ 1,) - log di,j)‘+ “. 
Note that if the sum on the right hand side is finite, then di+ l,Jdi,k = O( 1) 
for 0 < i < tk and all k, so that the use of x - 1 4 log x is justified. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let p(j) be the jth prime, and suppose that tl is 
sufficiently large that q < L ,< log p( j + 1) implies ] p(j) - p(j + I)1 < 
(p(j))‘-** for some fixed 1 > 0. Then 
log ptj +1) - log pt.8 < loi3 c P(j) + MjW’” P(j) 1 
= log(1 + (p(j))-‘“). 
Suppose further that q is sufficiently large that log(1 + (p(j))-‘*) < 
(p(j+ l))-“. Then th e gaps between points of the form log p (p prime), in 
the interval [L, L + I] are less than (p(j + l))-A < 2-LA (recall that L < 
log p(j + l), and log x means log, x). Therefore every subinterval I of 
[L, L + l] having length 2-LA contains a number of the form log p, p prime. 
Proof of Lemma 3. We have No = 1, and N, = 4”. It remains to 
construct Nk for k > 2. We reserve the choice of a until1 later. 
Let k be fixed. Define integers Mj for j = 2 ,..., k by M, = 4”k2p: ,..., Mj = 
4”k=p; . . . pi’,..., Mk = 4”k=p; . . . pi, We induct on j > 2 to show that we can 
choose odd primes pi such that logpj x j and 
yc;: g = n 
1 + 2E[ -< (2/3)‘. 
I l<l<i 
3 
Here 0 < .sl < l/2, Gj is the set of all g = log d - log d* where d > d* are 
consecutive divisors of Mj such that log d and log d* are contained in the 
interval [log @- ai, log fi + pj], /IJ = ak* - C(=, [log PI], and [x] = 
the greatest integer in x. 
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We keep well in mind that for j < k the primes pj and constants cj have 
already been chosen (during the construction of IV,), by imposing no 
conditions on them that relate to the value of k. After the induction on j is 
complete, we will show that a may be chosen (without regard to k) so that 
the interval [log m - ljk, log & + a,] contains the interval 
[lois K, log a]. Th’ IS will complete the proof of Lemma 3. 
The following argument gives both the base step of the induction (j = 2) 
and the inductive step (j > 2): 
Suppose pj is chosen such that 
l--E. 1 + 2E, 
logp,=l n 3 (mod 1X 
I</<j 
(1.2) 
where 0 < sj < l/2. A lower bound for nl,,,j((l + 2c1)/3) is 3*-j. 
Therefore as sj moves through its range, the right hand side of (1.2) sweeps 
out an interval of length at least ;3’-‘. So if 3l-j > 21-L1, and q <L, then 
such a pj (and Ej) exist (by Lemma 2), and we may assume L < log pi < 
L + 1. Hence we may assume log p.i x j. For I= 2 ,..., j let h, = [log p,] and 
1 -El (g,=- n !y, 
l<i</ 
so that logp, = h, + 8,. 
Logarithms of the divisors of Mj have the form 
where d divides Dj = n, < ,< j pj , a and b are nonnegative integers, a < 2ak*, 
and b < 2. We divide these numbers into the following three sets: 
m- = (a, + log d: a, < 2ak* and d 1 Dj}, 
m=(a,+hj+logd+8j: a2<2ak2 and d\D,}, 
m+= (a,+2hj+logd+28j: a,<2ak and djDj}. 
Notice that the set of gaps between those elements of m contained in the 
interval [log & -fij-,, log $i?& +13,-,] is Gj- r. Therefore such elements 
of m are separated by gaps having length at most maxgcGj_, g = 
n ,<r<j ((1 + 2sj)/3) (that they are separated by gaps having length 1 at the 
base step, j = 2, is obvious). Consider these elements of m subject to the 
further restricstion that Izj < a2 < 2ak* - hi. To such an element of m 
corresponds an element of m - (to the left), and an element of m ’ (to the 
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right), at a distance of 0,. Hence shortening the interval [log fi -pj-,, 
log@ + pj- ,] by hj at each end allows us to assert that 
yG%F g = max 
( 
Bj, fl 
J I<l<j 
A+ 20j 
1 
=ny. 
I<l<j 
This is because if a, + hj + log d + 19, is an element of m contained in the 
interval [log fi -pi, log &$ + /Jj], then hj < a, < 2ak* - hj. We will 
show only the lower bound on a, since the upper bound is similar. We have 
the inequality 
log fi - /Tj < a2 + hj + log d + 0,. (1.3) 
The right hand side of (1.3) is u2 + log pj + log d, and the left hand side is 
c I<r<jl”gPj+C I.,,cj hj. Therefore (1.3) is equivalent to 
hj+ C logp,+ c h,-logd<a,. 
I<l<j I</<j 
(1.4) 
Since d 1 Dj, the minimum of the left hand side of (1.4) is 
hj- x 8,>hj-1. 
l<l<j 
This completes the induction. 
Next we show that a may be chosen (without regard to k) so that the 
interval [log fi - /Ik, log fi + pk] contains the interval [log &, 
log a]. The length of the latter interval is log(2nk2-a(k-1)~k) = 
a(2k - 1) + log pk. Since log pk x k, this is less than a(1 + &)(2k - 1) for 
an E > 0, provided a is sufficiently large. The length of one half the first 
interval is Pk = ak* - Cf=, [log pl] > a(1 - c)k* for an E > 0, provided a is 
suffkiently large. Certainly a(1 + &)(2k - 1) < a(1 - c)k* for all k > 2. 
